PRESS RELEASE

Metabo Introduces New 18V Tripod Site Light
*Powerful Cordless 360° Tripod Site Light: Lightweight, Compact with 5000 Lumens.*

**August 2023** – Metabo, a leading German international manufacturer of professional-grade cordless and corded hand-held power tools and accessories in the US, introduces their 18V Tripod Site Light, model **BSA 18 LED 5000 DUO-S (601507850)**, sold as a bare tool only.

“We are excited to add the BSA 18 LED 5000 DUO-S to our expanding line of lights. This new 18V tripod site light is of exceptional quality and is perfect for lighting up your workspace,” said Kevin Paul, Assistant Product Manager.

The BSA 18 LTX 5000 Duo-S has two powerful high performance LED lights with two levels: 2,500 and 5,000 lumens. Each light produces a wide beam of crisp cool light, mimicking daylight and reducing shadows. The 18V tripod site light adjusts from 3 to 6-½ ft and each light can rotate 360 degrees in all directions, enabling the end-user to place the light exactly where it’s needed.

The BSA 18 LTX 5000 Duo-S can also be easily unfolded for set-up or folded in a matter of seconds. When it is time to transport the site light or put it way, the light quickly folds into a compact lightweight package with a handle for easy transportation.

The BSA 18 LTX 5000 Duo-S is perfect for contractors, renovators, electricians, HVAC technicians, mechanics or any other low-light conditions.

For more information on Metabo site lights, batteries and charger, or Metabo’s 3-year warranty, please contact 800-706-7337 or [www.metabo.com](http://www.metabo.com)

# # #
ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance. Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications. Metabo’s extensive line of tools includes angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD (Lithium High Density) battery technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications.

Metabo is a brand within Koki Holdings America Ltd., the North American division of Koki Holdings Co., Ltd. Visit www.metabo.com.